USS Vesuvius: RISA Rising:  Episode I

Host Gerry says:
The USS Vesuvius is officially on shore leave and also on standby backup in case of problems with the Romulans who have been overactive of late.

Host Gerry says:
The ship and crew are 20 minutes away from the Risa system.

Host Gerry says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host CO Royce says:
:: On the bridge watching the stars stream past ::

LtCmdr Trelan says:
:: Standing at Science One on the Bridge ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Sitting to the right of the Captain ::

CIV Galen says:
:: Standing at the back of the bridge impatiently waiting to get to Risa ::

AFCO Lane says:
:: At the helm beginning the final preparations for arriving at Risa ::

CMO Delar says:
:: In a turbolift en route to the bridge. He glances down at a PADD and smiles as he hears the hum of the lift slow and the doors hiss open ::

CIV Galen says:
:: Notices the CMO as the doors opens, nods and smiles ::

LtCmdr Trelan says:
:: Shifts gaze as he hears the lift open ::

CTO Wakefield says:
:: At tactical, running diagnostic on defensive systems ::

LtCmdr Trelan says:
:: Nods ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Looks over to the XO ::    XO:  Remember the last time we were on Risa?

CMO Delar says:
:: Looks up and smiles back to the CIV politely and walks past him quickly to the Mission Ops 1 console and logs in ::

AFCO Lane says:
CO: Captain, we will be arriving in twenty standard minutes.

Host CO Royce says:
AFCO:  Thank you Lt. Lane

XO Kelson says:
:: Smiles ::   CO: Oh too well, Captain...just some young Lt.'s out on the town...

AFCO Lane says:
:: Smiles and looks back to her station ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Giggles ::    XO:  Yeah...we sure were!

CMO Delar says:
CIV/CTO: Good morning gentlemen.

CTO Wakefield says:
:: Wraps up phaser diagnostic ::

CIV Galen says:
CMO: Morning Delar.. How're you?

LtCmdr Trelan says:
:: Remembers his last trip to Risa...his stroll with a young doctor...dinner with a few friends ::

CTO Wakefield says:
:: Nods to Delar ::   CMO: Doctor.

CTO Wakefield says:
:: Very distracted ::

CMO Delar says:
CIV: Very good, and yourself Mr. Galen? :: Looks at his console as it beeps and sits down and begins to bring up crew profiles ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Smiles as she thinks about the last time on Risa... ::

CIV Galen says:
CMO: Doing well,   :: Peaks over the docs shoulder to see who's profile he's looking at, prays it's not his ::

CMO Delar says:
:: Brings up the profile of the ship's Chief Science Officer, Lt. Commander Trelan Drukkar ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Checks final shore leave list ::

CTO Wakefield says:
:: Finishes torpedo launcher diagnostic ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Suddenly thinks...but brushes the thought aside... ::

CIV Galen says:
:: Notices it's not his and looks away ::

XO Kelson says:
CO: I expect we all need this break after the last mission, eh Captain?

AFCO Lane says:
:: Hopes she will actually get shoreleave this time ::

CMO Delar says:
:: Looks over to science 1 and smiles ::   CSO: Good morning Commander. I was hoping to have a word with you...

Host CO Royce says:
XO:  Every member of this crew is very deserving of this break.  I just hope the crew doesn't over do it.   :: Remembers when she was in sickbay and the list of injuries that came in ::

CIV Galen says:
:: Wanders down to the Command deck ::   CO: If I'm not needed I'm going to go get ready for shoreleave.

Teret says:
@:: Prepares for more visitors ::

CTO Wakefield says:
:: Wraps up shield system diagnostic ::

XO Kelson says:
CO: Nothing our good doctor can't handle, I expect.   :: Smiles ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Looks to Delar, turns SCI I over to Hilton ::   CMO: Sure Doctor.

AFCO Lane says:
Self: I wonder what they do on Risa?

Host CO Royce says:
XO:  I hope not.   :: Smiles back at the Cmdr ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Hears his console beep as he starts to walk toward the CMO ::

CMO Delar says:
CSO: My records have shown that since my arrival aboard as Chief Medical Officer you've not received as physical.  With your recent promotion I was hoping to take the opportunity to update your records after shoreleave...commander.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Gets a big grin on her face as she remembers... ::   XO:  You gonna be on time...and in uniform this time, Sam?   :: Giggles a little ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Listening to the CMO, turns back to his console ::

CIV Galen says:
:: Notices the CO isn't paying attention so he walks to the back of the bridge ::

CSO Trelan says:
CO: Captain, we are picking up a faint anomaly in low orbit around Risa.

XO Kelson says:
:: Remembers ::   CO: I will...   :: Coughs ::   do my best, Captain...

Host CO Royce says:
CSO:  What kind of anomaly?

CMO Delar says:
:: His ears perk up hearing the word anomaly ::   Self: That's not good...right?

Host CO Royce says:
:: Grins at the XO's answer... ::

Teret says:
@:: Places more flowers around the lounge area ::

CSO Trelan says:
CO: Checking....

CIV Galen says:
:: Perks ears ::

CTO Wakefield says:
:: Hears CSO's words, accesses sensors and takes a look for himself ::

Sergon says:
@:: Nervously walking through one of the visitor complexes, waving off all Risa inhabitants that try to "help" him in anyway ::

AFCO Lane says:
:: Overhears the CSO and checks her forward navigational sensors ::

CIV Galen says:
:: Gets a bit apprehensive ::

XO Kelson says:
FCO: Anything on navigational sensors, Lane?

CSO Trelan says:
CO: It is a mixture of chronotronic and tachyonic particles.

CMO Delar says:
:: Wonders what's going on and hopes that it is not serious ::   Self: I don't know if this crew could handle any more trouble...

Teret says:
@:: Makes sure all the beautiful young servants are in their place ::

CTO Wakefield says:
CO/XO:  Defensive systems all check out in the green, but we are 26 torpedoes short.

XO Kelson says:
CTO: Due to our last mission, Dathan?

AFCO Lane says:
:: Taps the console and picks the anomaly ::   XO: I can confirm the CSO's scans sir.

Host RISA_OPS says:
COMM: Vesuvius: This is orbital control.  You are cleared for approach to high orbit, Vesuvius.  We have your shore leave orders on file courtesy of Admiral Taylor.

Host CO Royce says:
CTO: Thank you, Lt. Wakefield

XO Kelson says:
FCO: Thank you, Lt.

CIV Galen says:
:: Walks over to the CMO ::   CMO: What do you think it is...Romulans?

Host CO Royce says:
CSO/AFCO: Is it a threat to Risa or the ship?

CIV Galen says:
:: Gets a sudden ill feeling in his stomach ::

Teret says:
@Sergon: How may we serve you?

CSO Trelan says:
:: Taps at console ::

Sergon says:
@:: Makes his way into one of the tourists quarters and begins searching the place ::

CMO Delar says:
:: Hears the comm ::   CIV: Doubtful.  Due to recent activities it is very low probability that the Romulan government would risk such high profile activity in this area or space.

CIV Galen says:
CMO: Ahh okie   :: Holds his stomach ::

XO Kelson says:
COMM: Risa: We read you Risa.  Please send orders to us immediately.  Vesuvius out.

AFCO Lane says:
COMM: Risa OPS: This is the Vesuvius, beginning final approach, thank you Risa control.

CMO Delar says:
:: Opens up a secondary display and cross referances all possible negative health effects such anomalies could have on the crew ::

XO Kelson says:
CO: Shall we establish orbit, Captain?

Host CO Royce says:
XO:  Of course.

CMO Delar says:
CSO: Can you estimate the extent of the anomaly Commander?

CIV Galen says:
:: Starts feeling light headed ::   CMO: I'm uh...not feeling well....

XO Kelson says:
AFCO: Pull us into a parking spot above Risa, Lt.

CSO Trelan says:
CO: No danger, Captain.  It just seems to be there.  Checking to see if there will be interference with the transporters.

CMO Delar says:
:: Sighs internally ::   CIV: Nausea again Ensign?   :: Pulls out his tricorder and runs a simple scan ::

AFCO Lane says:
:: Slows to 1/2 impulse as they approach ::   XO: Aye sir, on final approach now.

CIV Galen says:
:: Slowly sits down ::   CMO: Yes, nausea...

Host CO Royce says:
CSO: Can you put the anomaly on screen?

Sergon says:
@:: Quickly leaves the quarters again after his search and slips the things he was looking for in his bag as he walks along ::

AFCO Lane says:
:: Begins to move into high orbit around Risa ::

CSO Trelan says:
CO: Aye, ma'am.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Nods at the CSO's answer ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Jabs at console bringing the location of the anomaly on screen ::

CMO Delar says:
:: Goes for old fashioned medicine and places his hand on the CIV's forehead to check for a fever ::   CIV: Have you had similar symptoms in the past, before boarding the Vesuvius?

Host RISA_OPS says:
COMM: Vesuvius:  Please use vectors for high polar orbit.  We are experiencing some technical dificulties with our weather control system at the moment.  We need to clear low orbit for our maintenance crews.

CIV Galen says:
CMO: No, I haven't Delar, what is going on?

CTO Wakefield says:
:: Studies the anomaly's readings on his screen ::

CTO Wakefield says:
Self: Small...

AFCO Lane says:
COMM: RISA OPS: Acknowledged, Vesuvius out.

Host CO Royce says:
CSO: What could cause this?

XO Kelson says:
COMM: Risa: Recieved Risa,  will comply.  May we have the orders from Admiral Taylor transferred to the Vesuvius?

AFCO Lane says:
:: Slows the ship to 1/8 speed ::   XO: Sir, orbit attitude in one minute.

XO Kelson says:
:: Stands and walks to flight control ::

Host RISA_OPS says:
COMM: Vesuvius:  Traffic sent, Commander.  Enjoy your stay.  

Host CO Royce says:
XO:  If this thing is going to cause trouble with the transporters, perhaps the crew should shuttle down...

CMO Delar says:
:: Checks his scans ::   CIV: It appears to be the residual effects of your flu.  High speed space travel may be effecting your equilibrium...

AFCO Lane says:
:: Feels the XO's breath on her neck and shivers ::

CIV Galen says:
CMO: In other words, I'm still sick...OH great...

XO Kelson says:
COMM: Risa: We certainly plan to...thank you.  Vesuvius out.

Host RISA OPS says:
ACTION:  The Vesuvius enters High Polar Orbit around Risa

AFCO Lane says:
:: Looks up at Kelson ::   XO: Orbit achieved sir.

CIV Galen says:
CMO: Delar can you give me something?  I was looking foward to visiting Risa for the first time.

XO Kelson says:
AFCO: I see you already planned on a high polar orbit, Lt.?  How could we get around without you.
:: Smiles ::

AFCO Lane says:
XO: I hope you never have to find that out sir.   :: Smiles ::

CMO Delar says:
CIV: Once we beam down to the planet you should feel better, but if you wish you can go to sickbay and I can have Ensign Walker issue a dosage of medication.

XO Kelson says:
AFCO: I agree.   :: Walks back to seat ::

CTO Wakefield says:
CO: It might be better to take shuttles for now Captain.

AFCO Lane says:
:: Sighs as Kelson moves back to his seat ::

CIV Galen says:
:: Slips into his aussie accent unconsciously ::   CMO: Naw mate, that'll be fine.

CTO Wakefield says:
CO: Those chronometric particles indicate some sort of temporal displacement perhaps?

Host CO Royce says:
CTO: Agreed, Mr. Wakefield.

XO Kelson says:
CO: We have achieved orbit and have received our shore leave orders, Ma'am.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Nods ::   XO:  Make the arrangements to have the crew shuttle down.

CMO Delar says:
:: Gives the CIV a very confused look.  In typical 'Vulcan fashion' he lifts his right eyebrow in confusion ::
CIV: I apologize Ensign, but you must be confused.  My name is Delar, not 'Mate.'

XO Kelson says:
:: Transfers orders to padd ::   CO: Aye, aye Ma'am.

CIV Galen says:
:: Hears the CO's statement ::   Self: Thank God shuttles.  I don't have to have my body scrambled again.

XO Kelson says:
CO: We have no use of transporters, Ma'am?

CIV Galen says:
:: Slaps self ::   CMO: Oh sorry Delar I slipped back into my native tongue.

CTO Wakefield says:
CO: We can always test the transporters Captain, we have several testing canisters available.

CMO Delar says:
CIV: A terran sub-dialect I assume?

Host CO Royce says:
CTO: Shuttles will be fine.  We don't need to delay everyone's shoreleave.

CTO Wakefield says:
CSO: This anomaly might be worth further study.

XO Kelson says:
:: Sends orders to all stations ::

CIV Galen says:
:: Looks over at the CTO ::   CTO: NO way yer getting me into one of those things.   CMO: Yes...Australia is where I'm originally from.

CSO Trelan says:
CTO: I agree.

Host CO Royce says:
XO:  Have the crew take one of the other shuttles....  Leave the Magma on board.

CTO Wakefield says:
:: Runs transport experiment with canister ::

CTO Wakefield says:
:: Beams it down, beams it up...beams it down beams it up... ::

XO Kelson says:
CO: Aye, aye Ma'am.  Shall you or I be going down first?

CIV Galen says:
:: Starts to feel somewhat better ::   CMO: The Nausea is starting to pass.

Sergon says:
@:: A bit paranoid he stops for a moment, trying to put up a straight face ::

Host CO Royce says:
XO:  You go.

CTO Wakefield says:
CO:  Actually Captain, I just completed a limited transporter experiment, and everything looks fine.

AFCO Lane says:
:: Motions to another pilot to come over and receive some last minute instructions ::

CMO Delar says:
CIV: Southern continent, Soll III, originally designated as British penal colony. Correct?

CIV Galen says:
CMO: Delar, that is correct.

XO Kelson says:
CO: I will not argue, Ma'am.   :: Smiles ::

Host CO Royce says:
CTO:  I'd feel better if the crew took shuttles.  They've had enough excitement for now.   :: Smiles ::

Host CO Royce says:
XO:  Good.

CIV Galen says:
:: Stands up ::   CMO: Delar, I think I'm feeling better.

CSO Trelan says:
:: Taps console...configures aft sensor array to emit a low frequency tachyon scan ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Gets up and crosses to the turbolift ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Grinning ::   CO: Yes, ma'am.

CMO Delar says:
:: Hears the CO's comment ::   CO: I agree with you in that sense, ma'am.  May I advise that the more seriously injured officers and crew be sent on the first shuttles to clear ship's traffic and help in medical aid?

XO Kelson says:
:: Before leaving ::   Senior crew: As soon as you have been relieved by beta shift, you may commence shore leave.

CTO Wakefield says:
CO: Aye Captain.

CMO Delar says:
:: Looks away from the main command level and up at the CIV and smiles ::   CIV: Very good Ensign.  I would like to give you a physical once shoreleave is over however...

Host CO Royce says:
CMO:  You've just volunteered to organize that, Doctor.   :: Smiles ::    Make it so.

CIV Galen says:
CMO: I wouldn't mind a physical now   :: Smiles at the CMO ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Hears Captain taking voluteers and leaves quickly ::

CMO Delar says:
CO: Thank you Captain.   :: Stands and logs off his console ::   CO: However you will be attending.

CMO Delar says:
:: Smiles and steps onto a lift and declares "Deck 12" as the doors shut behind him ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Checks readings as they come in ::

RISA_OPS is now known as PASSPORT_CONTROL.

Teret says:
@::Notices Sergon:: May I get you a refreshment?

XO Kelson says:
Computer: Shuttle bay.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Looks to the turbolift doors as they shut... ::    Self:   What...?

AFCO Lane says:
:: Stands and lets the Beta shift pilot sit ::

Host CO Royce says:
*CMO*  Doctor, I'm fine.  You released me, remember?

CIV Galen says:
CO: I've never made much sense of them Vulcan mate.

CMO Delar says:
:: Stands in the lift until it stops and then exits and crosses into sickbay.  Picking up a PADD with an injuries list, he places Xenobia Royce's name at the top ::

AFCO Lane says:
:: Checks her display to see if her name is on the shoreleave list ::

Host PASSPORT_CONTROL says:
@:: Thinks...Blasted weather control.  Brings up the manifest of ships arriving::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Looks over to the CIV ::   CIV:  Excuse me...?

CMO Delar says:
*CO*: Yes Captain, however you were critically injured during the last mission and since you are still on medical support your activities will need to be cross referanced by a second senior medical officer on Risa.

XO Kelson says:
:: Exits to shuttle bay and sees the lines forming already ::

Sergon says:
@:: Turns to Teret and sighs ::   Teret: That would be good....   :: Sits down on one of the bar seats ::   I´ll have whatever you recommend....

Host CO Royce says:
:: Sighs heavily at Delar's response ::    *CMO*:  Doctor, let the others go first.

AFCO Lane says:
:: Scans the list and frowns when she notices that her name is not on it ::

CIV Galen says:
CO: My apologies, lass   :: Thwaps self ::   I mean ma'am

XO Kelson says:
:: Walks through the crowd to the Kilauea shuttle ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Looks again to the CIV VERY sternly this time ::    CIV:  Ensign, I advise you, do not EVER call me lass again!

Teret says:
@Sergon: Try one of these.   :: Hands him a colorful container with a bright sweet liquid ::

CMO Delar says:
*CO*: They will be.  I've scheduled you for the second group...   ::Smiles::   ...which I will include Ensign Galen.

XO Kelson says:
:: Crewman sees XO approaching ::

CIV Galen says:
:: Hears the CMO's statement...groans ::

AFCO Lane says:
:: Walks over to the Captain ::   CO: Excuse me ma'am, may I speak to you for a moment?

Host CO Royce says:
:: Rolls eyes ::  *CMO*  Very well, Doctor.  Royce out

CSO Trelan says:
:: Shakes head at CIV, trying to hold his tounge ::

XO Kelson says:
<Crewman>XO: Sir!  I have a seat for you right here!   :: Almost trips getting out of the way ::

CTO Wakefield says:
:: Shakes his head upon hearing CIV's words... ::

Host PASSPORT_CONTROL says:
ACTION:  TIME WARP ONE HOUR...all personnel have landed and cleared customs and are headed for their various activities

CMO Delar says:
:: Smiling to himself and leaving another doctor in charge he heads to the shuttlebay to verify the transport of the injured ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Nods ::   AFCO:  Would you like to speak in private, Lt?

Teret says:
@:: Serving drinks and attending to the visitors ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Arrives on planet in crewman's seat ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Exits the shuttle, looking for Xen ::

CIV Galen says:
:: Walking around.  Feels like going to the beach to be alone and think ::

CMO Delar says:
:: Leaves the resort when he has chosen to stay and crosses the green grass fields to the nearby beach. He passes small groups playing versions of Terran Volleyball and smiles and he sits in the sand close the water and crosses his legs ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Has left the shuttle and wonders where Dru may be... ::

AFCO Lane says:
:: Exits the shuttle and stands there bag in hand looking around ::

Sergon says:
@:: Walking around again...not feeling to well...observing the vicinity ::   Self: That drink must have done this...why was I thinking...

CSO Trelan says:
:: Sees Xen and walks over by her, looks around to see if anyone is paying attention to him ::   CO: Xen!

CIV Galen says:
:: Walks along the beach and finds a nice comfortable log ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Sees bartender ::   Teret: What do you have on tap?   :: Smiles ::

CMO Delar says:
:: Sits down and looks out into the blue and green mix of sky and water ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Smiles at Dru ::    CSO:  Hi

CIV Galen says:
:: Sits down, starts thinking about life and the way he has chosen to live it ::

Host Message_boy says:
:: Running around looking at the StarFleet people::   ALL: Is there a Lt. Wakefield in the house?

Host CO Royce says:
CSO:  What's first on the list?

CMO Delar says:
:: Focuses on the light in the distance and begins thinking of the past few weeks events as he drifts into a lower form of meditation ::

CTO Wakefield says:
:: Hears message boy ::

Teret says:
Aloud: Welcome to Risa.  Please enjoy your stay.

AFCO Lane says:
:: Walks to the nearest hotel and checks in ::

CTO Wakefield says:
MB: Yes boy!  Over here!  I am Lieutenant Wakefield.

CSO Trelan says:
:: Smiles ::   CO: Well, I was thinking of going to that little place we visited last time...The Cobalt Club, wasn't it?

Host Message_boy says:
:: Looks about frantically, waving an envelope::   CTO: Sir!  I have a message for you!

CTO Wakefield says:
:: Dathan is the only one still wearing his uniform probably ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Smiles ::   I believe that was the name...

XO Kelson says:
Teret: How about a drink, my good man...

CSO Trelan says:
:: Holds out arm ::   CO: Then shall we?

AFCO Lane says:
:: Goes to her room and unpacks then hops into a real water shower ::

CTO Wakefield says:
MB: Let me see it already.

CTO Wakefield says:
:: Holds out his hand ::

CIV Galen says:
:: Thinks about Delar, then thwaps self ::   Self: Why? Why fall for a vulcan...I'll admit I admire their logic but all that holding back your emotions....   :: Shakes his head as he realizes what he is saying ::

Teret says:
XO: Yes a drink   :: Smiles widely ::   You have something in mind?

CTO Wakefield says:
:: Opens the envelope and looks inside... ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Takes CSO's arm ::   CSO:  Remember the last time we were here?

CMO Delar says:
:: Hearing the chaotic echo's of Royce in his mind Delar focuses on the sounds and begins to direct them through his consciousness.  He continues to watch the light as his eyes begin to drift shut ::

Sergon says:
:: Notices all the StarFleet personnel and grins ::   Self: Sounds like a golden opportunity....

XO Kelson says:
Teret: Do you have any ale?

CSO Trelan says:
:: Begins walking toward the club ::   CO: Yea.   :: Smiles ::   Very vividly.

Teret says:
XO: Yes, Ale, serval types...

Host CO Royce says:
:: Smiles back ::   CSO:  Vividly, huh?   :: Looks teasingly at him ::

XO Kelson says:
Teret: Anything from the lowland region of Europe on Earth???   :: Raises eyebrow ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Grins ::   CO: VERY.

AFCO Lane says:
:: Changes into some casual clothes consisting of a silk blouse and short skirt ::

CIV Galen says:
:: Gets off the log and goes over to the nearest stand picks up a picnic basket and a bunch of things then wanders away along the beach, runs into Delar ::

CTO Wakefield says:
:: And the message says... ::

Host Message_boy says:
ACTION: CTO read his message, which reads as follows:   Lieutenant, This is your shore leave.  Have fun.  That's an order.  Admiral Taylor.

XO Kelson says:
Teret: They do say you can get anything you desire here on Risa...   :: Gives a wolfish grin ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Gegins to lightly laugh ::    CSO:  I see.  Well then, perhaps we can make this one a vivid memory as well?   :: Looks sheepishly at him ::

CSO Trelan says:
CO: Maybe.

CIV Galen says:
:: Stands above Delar and notices him in a state of meditation, decides not to distrub him and sits down a couple meters away ::

Teret says:
:: Waits for his request with a slight bow ::   XO: I can manage that, fine choice.

CTO Wakefield says:
Self: That may not be an easy order to follow Admiral, depending...

XO Kelson says:
Teret: Thank you sir...   :: Bows in return ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Notices the lights of the club ::   CO: Almost there.

CMO Delar says:
:: In his meditation state he begins to encase the echo's of Royce and bring a more subtle control to his
half-Vulcan mind ::   Self: Control is equal to balance.  I must keep in control.   :: Internally he smiles remembering how stupid he always thought meditation was ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Takes seat at nearest table ::

Host Message_boy says:
:: Runs off into the crowd, message delivered...another happy customer ::

AFCO Lane says:
:: Brushes her long golden hair and pins it back with a small barette and a small pink flower, then heads to the lobby ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Enters and looks around for a table ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Smiles ::

Teret says:
:: Turns and leaves briskly ::

CSO Trelan says:
CO: There's Sam.   :: Walks toward him ::

CTO Wakefield says:
:: Checks his watch, 1200 hours... ::

CIV Galen says:
:: Gets up and walks over to Delar, clears his throat, making his presence known::

XO Kelson says:
:: Taking in the ambiance of the room ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Walks over to Sam along with Dru ::

Sergon says:
:: Bumps into the CSO and looks up while he passes a small chip unnoticed in his right pocket::
CSO: Uhmmm...excuse me...   :: Walks away again ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Notices the happy couple ::

CMO Delar says:
:: Slowly opens his eyes and sighs at being disrupted ::   Outloud: Yes?

Teret says:
:: Returns quickly with a frosty amber Ale ::   XO: Do you desire anything else?

AFCO Lane says:
:: Wanders around outside lost ::

CSO Trelan says:
XO: Hey Sam.  Mind if we join you for a drink?

Teret says:
:: Sets it lightly down in front of the XO ::

XO Kelson says:
Teret: Thank you.  I'll be sure to let you know.   :: Winks ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Looks to the stranger ::   Sergon: No problem.

CIV Galen says:
CMO: I just noticed you here and figured I'd come over and see if you wanted to join me for lunch?   :: Points to picnic basket a few meters away ::

CTO Wakefield says:
:: Supposed to meet Leora at 12:30 hours at a bar...The Warp Core ::

XO Kelson says:
CSO: Have a seat, you two.  I don't intend to be the third wheel though.  I can get a date if need be.

Teret says:
:: Bows again revealing his darkly tanned skin from his light clothing ::

AFCO Lane says:
:: Walks along gazing into shop windows and noticing that everyone seems to be in couples here ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Looks at Sam with a grin ::   XO: Never.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Smiles ::   XO:  I don't think you'd have to worry about being a third wheel...

Teret says:
CSO: How may I serve you?

CSO Trelan says:
:: Pulls out chair for Xen ::

CTO Wakefield says:
:: Decides to get there early, and heads for the bar ::

CMO Delar says:
:: Internally sighs but puts on a smile and stands ::   CIV: Thank you Ensign, that would be quite appropriate considering the current time-frame that terrans conform to for their meal structure...   :: Smiling and feeling too Vulcan he continues ::   ...lunch would be nice.

CSO Trelan says:
Teret: Two Tarkalian Brandy's please.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Takes the offered chair and looks to CSO::   Thanks.

CIV Galen says:
:: Walks over to the picnic basket and sits down ::

XO Kelson says:
CO/CSO: No, probably not.   :: Smiles ::   But as long as you two get all the time together you can.

Teret says:
XO/CSO/CO: Right away, do you desire companionship?

CSO Trelan says:
XO: Don't worry about that.   :: Looks to Xen ::   We will.

CMO Delar says:
:: Looks at the simple picnic basket ::   CIV: How much can someone pack in such a thing?

Host CO Royce says:
:: Rises left eyebrow...giggles ::

AFCO Lane says:
:: Spots a sign that says Cobalt Club and enters hoping to get a cool drink ::

CIV Galen says:
CMO: Doctor you'd be surprised.  I actually eat very light...

CSO Trelan says:
Teret: No thanks.  Have one.

CMO Delar says:
CIV: As do I...

Teret says:
CSO: As you wish

XO Kelson says:
Teret: No...I've done well here on my own before, thanks.

AFCO Lane says:
:: Stands inside looking around ::

Sergon says:
:: Continues his path to through one of the visitor centre´s and reaches Risa Customs ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Sees Lane ::   AFCO:  Hope!   :: Waves her over ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Notes the AFCO ::   AFCO: Lane! Over here!

CIV Galen says:
CMO: Del...err doctor, I've always been curious what it's like to be half one race half another.

Teret says:
XO: Do not hesitate to express any desire.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Whispers to Sam ::   XO:  Here you go...no third wheel now...   :: Smiles ::

AFCO Lane says:
:: Smiles as she spots the Captain and heads over ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Stands to pull chair out for Lt. Lane ::

CTO Wakefield says:
:: Approaches The Warp Core, and checks out the decor from the window ::

Host CO Royce says:
AFCO:  Glad you could join us!   :: Smiles ::

XO Kelson says:
Teret: I'll keep that in mind...

Sergon says:
:: Smiles at the security persons at customs and walks through::   Self: Safe at last...   :: Sighs ::

CSO Trelan says:
AFCO: Hey, Hope.  Nice outfit.

CMO Delar says:
:: Takes a seat across from the civilian ::   CIV: I have not lived an existance other then my own, so I have no basis for comparison unfortunately.  At times it is not the most pleasurable of experience, but however the physical adaptations can be quite a blessing.

AFCO Lane says:
CO: Hello ma'am.   :: Smiles at the XO ::   XO: Thank you sir.

Teret says:
AFCO:: A refreshment for you as well?

CTO Wakefield says:
:: The place is decked out to look like  the engineering section of a Soveriegn-class starship, complete with convincing warp core... ::

AFCO Lane says:
:: Blushes slightly ::   CSO: Is something wrong with it?

CIV Galen says:
CMO: Physical adaptations in what way?   :: Becomes more and more enamoured with the CMO ::

CSO Trelan says:
AFCO: No...not at all.  Just giving a compliment.

AFCO Lane says:
Teret: Something cool please.

XO Kelson says:
AFCO: Glad you could join us, Hope.  I see you do have some other clothes besides your uniform.  Very nice selection.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Giggles at Dru...sensing his discomfort... ::

Host RISA SEC says:
:: Enters Cobalt Club with tricorder held out scanning ::

Teret says:
AFCO: Right away   :: Turns to carry out their request ::

AFCO Lane says:
:: Giggles slightly ::   XO: Thank you Mr. Kelson.

CSO Trelan says:
:: Takes a sip of drink ::

CMO Delar says:
CIV: The Vulcan species have adapted themselves over millenia to live in the Vulcan climate, skin resiliency, telepathy, visual, strength and hearing advantages over the average humanoid.

XO Kelson says:
Lane: So...have you been to Risa before, Hope?

SEC OPS says:
:: Breaks his head over the sensor readings ::   *SEC*: We have located the source to the Cobalt Club...can you confirm that ?

Host RISA SEC says:
:: Taps communicator ::    *SEC OPS*:  It's here somewhere.  I'm getting strong readings.  Send backup.   :: Reaches for phaser ::

CTO Wakefield says:
:: Sees Leora inside sitting at a table ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Takes a sip of her drink ::

CIV Galen says:
CMO: So I've read.  Did you ever live on earth?  Or just on Vulcan?

CTO Wakefield says:
:: Spins quickly to the side, back to the wall ::

AFCO Lane says:
XO: No I haven't Mr. Kelson, it is a very different kind of place isn't it?

CTO Wakefield says:
Self: D_mn!!!  She's early too!!!

CMO Delar says:
CIV: Betazoids as an opposite have adapted a...flair for life...as my mother called it, and similar empathic ability.  The combination as such has been said to give said half breeds the possibility of advanced mental abilities.

Teret says:
:: Returns quickly with a tray of refreshments, and begins serving them ::   Here you go.....

CIV Galen says:
:: Pulls out a sandwhich ::   CMO: Doctor, would you like anything?

CSO Trelan says:
XO: Me and Xen were just talking about our last visit here....

CTO Wakefield says:
:: Peeks around the corner to look at her ::

SEC OPS says:
*SEC*: Back will arrive in approx 5 minutes...the suspect must be considered armed and extermely dangerous...proceed with caution...

CIV Galen says:
:: Curiosity piqued ::   CMO: Do you have such advanced mental abilities?

Host RISA SEC says:
:: Levels weapon at the table with CO, XO, CSO, AFCO::   ALL:  FREEZE!  FEDERATION SECURITY!

CSO Trelan says:
XO: By the way...I have some news for you.

AFCO Lane says:
:: Takes her drink from the bartender::   Teret: Thank you sir.

CMO Delar says:
CIV: Born in Australia...   ::Smiles::   ...and shortly after my family was assigned to McKinley Station.

XO Kelson says:
Lane: Yes it is.   :: Smiles ::   And please...we are off duty.  You can call me Sam if you feel comfortable enough...

Host CO Royce says:
:: Smiles while listening to the conversation ::

CTO Wakefield says:
Self: She doesn't look any different...   :: Scans the bar again ::   Self: I don't see any kids...

AFCO Lane says:
XO: I'd like that...Sam.

CIV Galen says:
:: A big grin comes across his face ::   CMO: Where 'bouts in Australia?

Host RISA SEC says:
ACTION: Security officers surround the table of Vesuvius officers, weapons drawn

CSO Trelan says:
:: Looks quickly at the security officer, hands rised ::   Self: What the...!!!???

CTO Wakefield says:
:: Steadies himself, closes his eyes, and focuses... ::

Teret says:
:: Stutters with surprise ::

XO Kelson says:
RISA SEC: Whoa...we are Starfleet officers.  What is the meaning of this?!?!

SEC TEAM says:
:: Runs in the Cobalt Club, phasers raised at the suspects ::

Teret says:
SEC: What are you doing?

CTO Wakefield says:
Self: There is no emotion, there is peace...

Host RISA SEC says:
CSO:  DON'T MOVE!

CTO Wakefield says:
Self: There is no passion, there is serenity...

CSO Trelan says:
SEC: Don't worry! I won't!

CMO Delar says:
CIV: Sydney.  However my existance in the region was brief and past my accessable memory.

CTO Wakefield says:
Self: There is no ignorance.  There is knowledge...

Host CO Royce says:
:: Rises left eyebrow, but remains seated... ::

CTO Wakefield says:
Self: There is no death, there is logic...

XO Kelson says:
:: Moves to get ID from pocket ::

Host RISA SEC says:
:: Scans CSO with Tricorder, which beeps vigorously when passed over right-hand pocket ::

SEC TEAM says:
:: Looks at SEC ::   SEC: Of all people...betrayed by StarFleet...unbelievable...

AFCO Lane says:
:: Looks at the Captain and then at Mr. Kelson ::

Host RISA SEC says:
CSO: Empty your right pocket SLOWLY!  DO IT NOW!

Host CO Royce says:
RISA SEC:  What is the meaning of this?

CTO Wakefield says:
:: Enters the bar and approaches Leora's table ::

XO Kelson says:
SEC: I demand that you tell us why you are here!

Teret says:
SEC: What is the meaning of this?  These are guests to Risa...

CSO Trelan says:
:: Reaches slowly in right pocket...feels something small and removes it ::

SEC TEAM says:
:: Points the phaser rifle at the CSO ::

CIV Galen says:
CMO: Sydney, eh!  Just where I was born and raised.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Watches Dru... ::   SEC:  Gentlemen...

CSO Trelan says:
Self: What is this?

XO Kelson says:
:: Looks at what Dru removes ::

Host RISA SEC says:
ACTION: A security officer bashes XO across the face and pins him face first to the floor.

CMO Delar says:
CIV: Intriguing...

XO Kelson says:
:: Hits floor hard and grimaces ::

CSO Trelan says:
SEC: Hey!   :: Stands ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Rises ::   SEC:  Gentlemen...   :: More sternly ::   What is the meaning of this?

SEC TEAM says:
XO: Keep it down Mister!!   :: Looking furious ::

Host RISA SEC says:
ACTION:  CSO Finds a small round device in his pocket he does not recognize.

CIV Galen says:
CMO: Yes very.  A drink, CMO...Is it permissible to be on familiar terms?

AFCO Lane says:
XO: Sam!!!!   :: Drops to the floor to protect Sam ::   Sec: Leave him alone!

Teret says:
:: Jumps back in surprise, almost out of his clothing ::

XO Kelson says:
SEC: Okay, boy...you win this round on surprise.  Not next time...   :: Relaxes against grip ::

Host CO Royce says:
SEC:  I am Captain Royce of the USS Vesuvius.  What is the meaning of this?

CMO Delar says:
CIV: For the time being.  Not being on formal duty, you may feel free to call my by my given name... ::Smiles::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Steps toward the officer pinning Sam ::   SEC: Let him go!

Host RISA SEC says:
CSO:  Please stand up and place your hands behind your back sir.  Don't make this any worse than it is.

AFCO Lane says:
XO: Are you alright Mr. Kelson?

CTO Wakefield says:
<Leora>:: Sees Dathan approaching and stands ::   Self: He's grown a goatee?

SEC TEAM says:
AFCO, XO: I won´t hesitate to shoot...   :: Stands back at a short distance ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Looks over to Dru, worried... ::   Self:  Dru?

CIV Galen says:
CMO: Delar, likewise please call me Edward or as my family used to call me Eddie

XO Kelson says:
AFCO: Just my pride is bruised, that's all, Hope.   :: Attempts a smile ::

CSO Trelan says:
SEC: What are you talking about!?   :: Holds out object ::   What is this!?

Host CO Royce says:
SEC:  I demand to know what is happening!

CMO Delar says:
:: Almost laughs ::   CIV: Lon Delar...you may call me Lon...Eddie.

CTO Wakefield says:
:: Stands across the table from Leora and looks into her blue eyes... ::

CTO Wakefield says:
<Leora>CTO: Hi Dathan.  I'm glad you came.

SEC TEAM says:
CO: We are not on your starship, Captain...I insist you cooperate...   :: Frowns ::

CIV Galen says:
CMO: Lon eh.. cool name..

Teret says:
SEC: You have injured him , let me attend to him   :: Steps forward ::

CTO Wakefield says:
Leora: Hi Leora.

Host RISA SEC says:
:: Places restraints on CSO's wrists ::   CSO: You are under arrest for the theft of classified Federation Technology.  You have the right to remain silent...

XO Kelson says:
SEC team: You shoot and you'll have the entire Federation on you head!   :: Glares ::

CTO Wakefield says:
<Leora> CTO: Please...sit.   :: Motions to the chair opposite her ::

Host CO Royce says:
SEC:  You do not need to harass my officers.  What are you doing?

CMO Delar says:
CIV: Selected by my father.  He explain that it had a Betazoid decent, ranging from previous holder of the Sacred Rings...

AFCO Lane says:
:: Turns and watches the commotion very concerned ::

CTO Wakefield says:
:: They sit down at the same time, staring into each others eyes intently, trying to read the other ::

Host CO Royce says:
SEC:  There is a mistake!  He has not stolen ANY Federation property!

Host CO Royce says:
SEC:  I would like to speak with your superior

CIV Galen says:
:: Smiles ::   CMO: Lon, so your a holder of the Sacred Rings huh...

SEC TEAM says:
CO: We have every right, Captain...that´s the way we treat criminals around here...

Host RISA SEC says:
ACTION:  The team withdraws with CSO in tow, and leaving the CO, XO, and AFCO at the club.

Host RISA SEC says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

